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Solution Architecture
Product 

Overview

The system supports access to the network through Wifi, 4G 

and other communication methods, and supports two service 

modes: public cloud or private cloud

The supporting layer includes computing resources, 

storage resources, expert knowledge bases and operation 

manuals, etc.

The service layer includes streaming media services, account

management, user management and other services

The application layer includes multi-person calls, screen 

sharing, camera sharing, snapshot annotation, and collaborative 

whiteboard and other applications
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CPU Cortex-M4

Sensor
8M Camera、Dual microphone array、IMU 9、1 Optical 

Sensor、1 Distance Sensor

Transmittance Waveguide、FOV 40°、Transmittance 85%

Optical Display LCoS、Resolution 720P、60fps、480 Nit

Input&Output
Microphone、Speaker、Power Button、Back Button、

Touchpad

Interface USB Type-C Port

Weight 105g

Interactive Mode Touchpad、Voice Control、Head-moving Control

Hardware Specs
Product 

Overview



Processor Amlogic S905D3、Cortex-A55、quard Core、1.9GHz、NPU built-in

Wireless Bluetooth 5.0、WIFI 802.11a/b/g/n/ac 

Battery 10000mAh，Operating Time：7 hours

Ports
USB Type-C port、QC2.0、Micro-USB，External expansion and 

debugging interface

Input&Output Power button、Indicator light

Storage LPDDR4X 2GB / EMMC 32GB

Weight 273g

Operating System Android 9.0

Product 
Overview Hardware Specs



Hardware functions
Product        

Overview

Infrared Thermometry Module

IR Sensor Type Uncooled Infrared Focal Plane

Resolution 384*288

Framerate 25Hz

FOV and Focal length 28.4°*21.4° and 13mm

Temperature Sensitivity ≤0.04℃

Power consumption ＜300mW

Measuring temperature 
range

30℃~45℃

Operating environment 
temperature range

10℃~40℃ 

Accuracy ±0.3℃ within 2 meters (~6.6 feet), 
±0.4℃ at 4 meters (~13.2 feet) 

Weight ＜30g
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作业指导

电子圈注

工作白板

Remote Control

On-site personnel can use Rokid Glass to do the 

first-person view sharing, allowing remote 

experts to perceive the on-site situation

Experts can remotely control and provide 

solutions after knowing the on-site situation 

through PC or smart phones

Remote experts can mark problems on the real-

time shared screen or first-person view sharing 

screen etc., quickly empower front-line 

personnel and shorten the timeliness of 

problem solving

Advantages



No fear of environmental noise, offline voice command creates real hands-free

Voice + head control, perfect solution for on-site work

Through the noise reduction algorithm

specially optimized for industrial scenes,

Rokid Glass RG201 can accurately and

quickly identify instructions in an industrial

environment up to 80 decibels

AR glasses + Industrial training manual, 

allowing workers to quickly view the 

documentation while working on-site, to 

complete the work more quickly and 

accurately, and improve efficiency

Advantages Voice Control



Technical Advantages

HoloLensRokid Glass 2 Google Glass

FOV

Transmittance

Battery

40°

85%

10000 mAh
（8≥Hrs）

Horizontal
43°

80%

2-3 Hrs

/

/

3250 mAh

15°

50%

820 mAh

Realwear

Advantages



作业指导

电子圈注

工作白板

Super Expansion

Infrared Module: external infrared module 

can be used in a variety of scenarios, daily 

human body temperature measurement, 

industrial safety control, etc.

Industrial Endoscope: non-destructive testing, 

accurately reflecting the internal and external 

conditions of the detected object, recording or 

photographing, and quantitative analysis of the 

defects found, measuring the length and area 

of the defect

Advantages



Low Cost

High Accuracy

High Efficiency

Benefits



75%

90%

30%

40%

In the case of downtime, you can save 75% 
of your time

Saving at least 90% of travel time and cost

Increase the work efficiency of frontline 
employees by at least 30%

Frontline employees can reduce the error 
rate by 40%

Reduce the average response time to 5 minutes

Shorten days of troubleshooting to 30 minutes

Reduce hundreds of hours of 
troubleshooting to 4 hours

Benefits



Application Scenario

Use Case：China Telecom

Use Case：TWE

Use Cases



Medical use scenarios

电力

Medical personnel can participate in the training 
through glasses, smart phones or PC, can also do 
stream recording through the multi-person 
collaboration app, which is convenient for 
internal training, shorten the time of trouble-
shooting

Medical training 

Realize the visualization of the clinical scene. The 
nurse on duty can provide real-time medical 
guidance with the medical expert through remote 
collaboration, annotation and other functions to 
improve the efficiency and the accuracy of 
operations.g 

Use Cases

medical practice



Real-time audio/video communication can realize 
remote guidance of medical equipment 
assembly, and can also find and solve equipment 
problems in time.

Face ID & infrared thermometry: 

to realize face recognition in the hospital and 
temperature detection of personnel in the 
hospital.

Application ScenarioUse Cases

Medical testing

Equipment
Inspection
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Purchase at: 3dhologroup.com


